Dodge Transmission Problems Now Solved by Rebuilt Transmissions
Company for U.S. Vehicle Owners
Dodge transmission problems are now solved with the new inventory of rebuilt gearboxes that
is provided at the PowertrainPros.com company. A new stock of manual and automatic
assemblies are in stock at this company to ship to buyers in the U.S.
Boise, Idaho (PRWEB) November 28, 2013 -- Transmissions designed and built by Chrysler for its Dodge
brand are known for quality and top performance. Vehicle owners who experience issues with Dodge units can
now have their Dodge transmission problems solved by the PowertrainPros.com company. This company is
now selling rebuilt versions of popular manual and automatic transmissions online at
http://powertrainpros.com/rebuilt-dodge-transmissions.
The issues that can plaque a transmission can be related to the actual mileage that is placed on vehicle engines.
The gearing inside of a standard unit can be degraded by oil leaks, metal fragments or other natural breakdown
of vehicle components.
The remanufactured gearboxes that now posted for sale are expected to remove the problems a person can have
with an aging transmission.
All units listed in the current Powertrain Pros inventory feature the newest builds and the classic assemblies that
are no longer in production. The A518, A604 and 41TE are examples of the types of gearboxes that can be
purchased at a lower price for a person with a defective transmission.
"Wholesale pricing is hard to find from a transmission retailer due to shortages in suppliers and other issues that
can raise the selling price that is marketed to buyers of gearboxes," said a seller at the PowertrainPros.com
company.
The rebuilt Dodge transmissions that are featured for sale include Chrysler variants that are not compatible with
some Dodge vehicles. This mixture of true Chrysler builds with Dodge specific transmissions for sale at a lower
price is one strategy expected to increase Powertrain Pros sales volume through 2014.
"Problems can happen with a manual and automatic transmission although rebuilt editions are meant to work
similar to new units that are fresh off the assembly line in automaker facilities," the seller added.
The Powertrain Pros company has made changes to its website this year that directly affects buyers of its
transmissions. The old method of quotations for prices used by this company has been changed to include
online and offline methods. The toll-free number used at 1-888-292-8807 is now combined with the online
quotations system that is now preferred by website visitors.
About PowertrainPros.com
The PowertrainPros.com company supplies replacement transmission units that are remanufactured to specs
required by American automakers. The company rebuilding staff includes trained specialists with experience in
the North American auto industry. The PowertrainPros.com company is based in the U.S. and upgrades its
facility each year with new equipment and technologies that provide better condition rebuilt transmissions. The
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company website features technologies that simplify all second hand gearbox research for buyers online. The
staff of sales associates at this company rely upon a toll-free number for all customer service solutions.
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Contact Information
Robert Parkinson
PowertrainPros.com
http://www.powertrainpros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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